Abstract. We introduce the notions of strong asymptotic uniform smoothness and convexity. We show that the injective tensor product of strongly asymptotically uniformly smooth spaces is asymptotically uniformly smooth. This applies in particular to uniformly smooth spaces admitting a monotone FDD, extending a result by Dilworth, Kutzarova, Randrianarivony, Revalski and Zhivkov [9] . Our techniques also provide a characterisation of Orlicz functions M, N such that the space of compact operators K(h M , h N ) is asymptotically uniformly smooth. Finally we show that K(X, Y ) is not strictly convex whenever X and Y are at least two-dimensional, which extends a result by Dilworth and Kutzarova [7] .
Introduction and notation
Consider a real Banach space X and let S X be its unit sphere. For t > 0, x ∈ S X we shall consider The modulus of asymptotic uniform convexity of X is given by δ X (t) = inf x∈SX δ X (t, x) , and modulus of asymptotic uniform smoothness of X is given by ρ X (t) = sup x∈SX ρ X (t, x) .
The space X is said to be asymptotically uniformly convex (AUC for short) if δ X (t) > 0 for each t > 0 and it is said to be asymptotically uniformly smooth (AUS for short) if lim t→0 t −1 ρ X (t) = 0. If X is a dual space and we considered only weak* closed subspaces of X then the corresponding modulus is denoted by δ * X (t). The space X is said to be weak* asymptotically uniformly convex if δ If X, Y are Banach spaces, we denote K(X, Y ) the space of compact operators from X to Y endowed with the operator norm. In addition, we denote N (X, Y ) the space of nuclear operators endowed with the nuclear norm. The tensor product X ⊗ Y can be identified with the space finite rank operators from Y * to X. That is, given u = n i=1 x i ⊗y i , u(y * ) = n i=1 y * (y i )x i . By using the transposition mapping given by x ⊗ y → y ⊗ x, we can also consider u as an operator from X * into Y . The completion of X ⊗ Y endowed with the operator norm is called the injective tensor product and denoted by X ⊗ ε Y . Under suitable hypothesis (e.g. if there is an FDD for Y ) the space X * ⊗ ε Y is isometric to K(X, Y ). Moreover, Grothendieck proved that if Y * has the RNP then (X ⊗ ε Y ) * is isometric to N (X, Y * ). For a comprehensive treatment on tensor products one may refer to the book [26] .
We will consider the following partial order for functions defined on (0, 1]. We write f g if there is a constant c > 0 such that f (t) ≤ cg(t) for all t ∈ (0, 1]. If f g and g f , then we say that f and g are equivalent. Given 1 ≤ p < ∞, we will say that a modulus δ of convexity is of power type p if δ t p , and that a modulus ρ of smoothness is of power type p if ρ t p . Lennard proved in [20] that the space of trace class operators on a Hilbert space is weak* AUC. Equivalently, K(ℓ 2 ) is AUS. This result was extended by Besbes in [3] , who showed that K(ℓ p , ℓ p ) is AUS whenever 1 < p < ∞. Moreover, in [9] it is proved that K(ℓ p , ℓ q ) is AUS with power type min{p ′ , q} for every 1 < p, q < ∞. On the order hand, Causey recently showed in [5] that the Szlenk index of X ⊗ ε Y is equal to the maximum of the Szlenk indices of X and Y for all Banach spaces X and Y . In particular, X ⊗ ε Y admits an equivalent AUS norm if and only if X and Y do. Moreover, Draga and Kochanek have proved in [10] that is possible to get an equivalent AUS norm in X ⊗ ε Y with power type the maximum of the ones of the norm of X and Y . Nevertheless, it seems to be an open question if the injective tensor product of AUS spaces is an AUS space in its canonical norm.
In this paper we introduce the notion of strongly AUC and strongly AUS spaces, and we show that the injective tensor product of strongly AUS spaces is AUS. In particular, our result applies to uniformly smooth spaces admitting monotone FDDs. Remark that, for the natural norm, not much can be expected. Indeed, Ruess and Stegall showed in [25, Corollary 3.5] that neither the norm of X ⊗ ε Y or the norm of K(X, Y ) are smooth whenever the dimension of X and Y are greater or equal than 2. On the other hand, Dilworth and Kutzarova proved in [7] that L(ℓ p , ℓ q ) is not strictly convex for 1 ≤ p ≤ q ≤ ∞. We have obtained the following result. Proposition 1.4. Let X, Y be Banach spaces with dimension greater or equal than 2. Then K(X, Y ) and X ⊗ ε Y are not strictly convex.
Recall that a sequence E = (E n ) n of finite dimensional subspaces of X is call a finite dimensional decomposition (FDD for short) if every x ∈ X has a unique representation of the form x = ∞ n=1 x n , with x n ∈ E n for every n. Every FDD of X determines a sequence of uniformly bounded projections (P
* − x * = 0 for every x * ∈ X * , and it is called boundedly complete if ∞ n=1 x n converges whenever x n ∈ E n for each n and sup n i≤n x i < +∞. We say that F = (F n ) n is a blocking of E if there exists an increasing sequence (m n ) n ⊂ N such that m 1 = 0 and F n = mn+1 i=mn+1 E i for every n. For detailed treatment and applications of FDDs, we refer the reader to [21] . This paper is organized as follows. In the second section we introduce a notion of asymptotic moduli with respect to a norming subspace, which includes the usual asymptotic moduli, and we give a formula for these moduli in spaces having an FDD. This formula motivates the definition of strongly AUS and strongly AUC spaces, which is given in the third section together with their basic properties. In the fourth section we show that the injective tensor product of strongly AUS spaces is strongly AUS, which allow us to prove Theorem 1.1 and 1.2. The fifth section is devoted to the study strong asymptotic uniform smoothness and convexity in the particular case of Orlicz and Lorentz sequence spaces, including the proof of Theorem 1.3. Finally, Section 6 includes the proof of Proposition 1.4.
On F -AUC and F -AUS spaces
Given F a norming subspace of X * , let us denote by σ(X, F ) the coarsest topology on X with respect to which every element of F is continuous. We shall introduce a general concept of F -AUC and F -AUS norms.
Definition 2.1. Let F be a norming subspace of X * . For t > 0 and x ∈ S X , we define
The corresponding moduli are defined as follows
The space X is said to be F -asymptotically uniformly convex if δ F X (t) > 0 for each t > 0 and it is said to be F -asymptotically uniformly smooth if
Thus, a space X is AUC (resp. AUS) if and only if it is X * -AUC (resp. X * -AUS), and X * is weak* AUC if and only if it is X-AUC.
Dutrieux showed in [11, Lemma 37] that if X * is separable then the modulus of asymptotic smoothness admits the following sequential expression:
In addition, Borel-Mathurin proved in [4] that a similar statement for the weak* modulus of asymptotic convexity of X * holds when X is separable. Namely,
The same ideas can be used to prove the following result, which can be seen as a general version of both formulas. Note that a finite codimensional subspace Y of X is σ(X, F )-closed if and only if there are
Following [8] , we will consider the set C of finite codimensional σ(X, F )-closed subspaces of X as a directed set with the order given by E F if F ⊂ E. Proposition 2.2. Let F be a norming subspace of X * . For each x ∈ S X and t > 0 we have:
Proof. We will prove the first formula for δ F X (t, x), since the proof of the one for ρ
Fix ε > 0. For each finite codimensional σ(X, F )-closed subspace Z of X, take x Z ∈ S Z so that x + tx Z ≤ inf y∈SZ x + ty + ε. Note that the net (x Z ) Z∈C is σ(X, F )-convergent to 0. Indeed, given f ∈ F we have that f (x Z ) = 0 whenever Z ⊂ ker f . Thus,
Letting ε → 0, we get θ(t, x) ≤ δ F X (t, x). Now, take (x α ) α a σ(X, F )-null net such that x α ≥ t for each α. Fix ε > 0 and take Y a finite codimensional σ(X, F )-closed subspace of X. Then lim α d(x α , Y ) = 0, so there exists a net (y α ) α in Y and α 0 so that if α ≥ α 0 then x α − y α ≤ ε. Thus y α ≥ t − ε whenever α ≥ α 0 . Moreover, from the convexity of the function t → x + ty α − 1 we get that
It follows that lim inf
That inequality holds for every finite codimensional σ(X, F )-closed subspace Y of X and every ε > 0. Since the function t → δ
as desired. Finally, assume that F is separable. From what we have already proved it follows
Let {f n : n ∈ N} be a dense sequence in F . Let us consider the finite codimensional σ(X, F )-closed subspaces of X given by Y n = n i=1 ker f i , for each n ∈ N. Fix 0 < ε < t. For every n, take x n , y n ∈ Y n such that x n = y n = 1 and
It is easy to check that the sequences (x n ) n and (y n ) n are σ(X, F )-null. Since ε was arbitrary, this finishes the proof.
For the norming subspaces that we will consider in the next sections, the norm will be σ(X, F )-lower semicontinuous. In view of Proposition 2.2, that condition guarantee that δ F X and ρ F X are non-negative functions. It is easy to show that, if E is an FDD for X, then F = span{(P E n ) * X * : n ∈ N} is a norming subspace of X * . Moreover, if E is monotone then F is 1-norming and · is σ(X, F )-lower semicontinuous.
Proposition 2.3. Let E be a monotone FDD for a Banach space X and F
For each t > 0 we have:
We prove only the statement concerning ρ F X as the other one is similar. Since ∪ n H n ∩ S X is dense in S X , we have that ρ F X (t) = sup n∈N sup x∈Hn∩SX ρ F X (t, x) (see [14, Lemma 1] ). Thus, it suffices to show that
for some ρ, ε > 0. We claim that for each x ∈ H n there exists m = m(x) > n such that x + ty < 1 + ρ for each y ∈ H m ∩ S X . To see this, assume that there exist x ∈ H n and a sequence (y m ) m so that y m ∈ H m ∩ S X and x + ty m ≥ 1 + ρ whenever m ≥ n. Note that F is separable and the sequence (y m ) m is σ(X, F )-null. Therefore, the sequential formula for the modulus given in Proposition 2.2 yields
which is a contradiction. This proves the claim. Now pick
. . , k} and let x ∈ H n and y ∈ H m be norm-one vectors. There exists i such that x − x i ≤ ε. Then,
which is a contradiction.
Let us recall that if E = (E n ) n is a monotone FDD in X with associated projec-
N} with associated projections given by P
* and E * is boundedly complete. Proposition 2.3 provides a formula for the asymptotic moduli in spaces admitting a monotone shrinking FDD.
Corollary 2.4. Let X be a Banach space admitting a monotone shrinking FDD E.
On strongly AUC and strongly AUS spaces
The following definition is motivated by the formulae obtained in Proposition 2.3 and Corollary 2.4. Definition 3.1. Let X a Banach space and let E = (E n ) n be an FDD for X.
The space X is said to be strongly AUC with respect to E if the modulus defined bŷ
satisfies thatδ E (t) > 0 for each t > 0. In addition, X is said to be strongly AUS with respect to E if
E (t) = 0. Finally, we say that X is strongly AUS (resp. strongly AUC ) if X is strongly AUS (resp. strongly AUC) with respect to some FDD.
Since max{ x + y , x − y } ≥ x for each x, y ∈ X, it follows thatρ E (t) ≥ 0 for each t. Moreover, if E is monotone thenδ E (t) ≥ 0. It is clear that functionŝ ρ E andδ E are 1-Lipschitz functions andδ E (t) ≤ρ E (t) ≤ t for all t. For notational convenience let us set
Note that if F is a blocking of E then for each m there is k m ≥ m so thatδ
In particular, X is strongly AUC (resp. strongly AUS) with respect to E whenever it is strongly AUC (resp. strongly AUS) with respect to some blocking of E. Remark that, in the above definitions, we only compute the norms ||x + ty|| for vectors x and y which belong to complementary subspaces, that is, x ∈ H m and y ∈ H m for a certain m. This is why we called this notions strong AUS and strong AUC. Indeed, as a consequence of Corollary 2.4 we obtain the following:
Thus, X is AUC (resp. AUS) whenever it is strongly AUC (resp. strongly AUS) with respect to E, and X * is weak* AUC whenever it is strongly AUC with respect to E * .
Thus, X is strongly AUC with respect to E. If moreover p > 1 then it is strongly AUS with respect to E. b) Let X = ( ∞ n=1 E n ) 0 be a c 0 -sum of finite dimensional spaces, and E = (E n ) ∞ n=1 . Thenρ E (t) = 0 for each t ∈ (0, 1], so X is strongly AUS with respect to E. c) Consider the James space J endowed with the norm
given in [23] and let E be the standard basis of J. Then x + y 2 ≤ x 2 +2 y 2 whenever x ∈ H n and y ∈ H n for some n. Thus,ρ E (t) ≤ (1 + 2t 2 ) 1/2 − 1, so J is strongly AUS with respect to E. d) Let T be a well-founded tree in ω <ω . The James Tree space JT consists of all real functions defined on T , with the norm
where the supremum is taken over all finite sets of pairwise disjoint segments in T . Lancien proved in [19, Proposition 4.6 ] that there exists a basis E = (e n ) n of JT and an increasing sequence (n k ) k such that if x ∈ span{e 1 , . . . , e n k } and y ∈ span{e i : i > n k } then x + y 2 ≥ x 2 + y 2 . Therefore JT is strongly AUC with respect to E andδ E (t) ≥ (1 + t 2 ) 1/2 − 1.
Recall that the modulus of convexity of a Banach space X is defined by
and the modulus of smoothness of X is defined by
Thus, if X is uniformly convex (resp. uniformly smooth) then it is strongly AUC (resp. strongly AUS) with respect to E.
Proof. We will use the same arguments that appear in Proposition 2.3.(3) in [16] . From the monotony of E follows that 1 2 ( x + ty − 1) ≤ 1 2 ( x + ty + x − ty ) − 1 whenever x ∈ H n ∩ S X and y ∈ H n ∩ S X for some n ∈ N. Thus,ρ E (t) ≤ 2ρ X (t). Now, fix n ∈ N and take x ∈ H n ∩ S X and y ∈ H n ∩ S X . Let x * ∈ S X * be such that x * (x) = 1. Then y * = x * • P * n satisfies y * = 1, y * (x) = 1 and y * (y) = 0. Let us consider u = x+ty x+ty and v = u − ty. Then u, v ∈ B X and u − v = t. Thus,
and so δ X (t) ≤δ E (t).
Our next result establishes the duality between strongly AUS and strongly AUC norms by using estimates similar to those in [8] . Recall that, given a continuous function f :
Proposition 3.5. Let E = (E n ) n be a monotone FDD for a Banach space X and let E * be the dual FDD for F = span{(P E n ) * X * : n ∈ N} given above. Take 0 < s, t < 1. Then:
Proof. As usual, let us consider
In order to prove a), assume thatρ E (s) < st and fix ε > 0 and n ∈ N. Take m ≥ n so that ρ E (s, m) < st. Let f ∈ P E * m (X * ) ∩ S * X and g ∈ ker P E * n ∩ S X * . We will estimate f + 3tg . Note that, by the monotony of E, there exists x ∈ H m ∩ S X such that f (x) > 1 − ε. Now take y ∈ H m ∩ S X . We have x + sy < 1 + st. Thus,
Since ε is arbitrary, we get that for every n there exists m ≥ n so thatδ E * (3t, m) ≥ st. Thereforeδ E * (3t) ≥ st, as desired. Now we turn to the proof of b). Assume thatδ E * (t) > st andρ E (s) > st. Then there exist ρ > st and n ∈ N such that inf m≥nρE (t, m) > ρ. Moreover, there is m ≥ n so thatδ E * (t, m) > st. Now take x ∈ H m ∩ S X and y ∈ H m ∩ S X satisfying 1 + st < 1 + ρ < x + sy .
Let z * ∈ S X * be such that z * (x+ sy) = x + sy . Take
and c = g . Since E is monotone, we get that 1 + st < z * (x + sy) = f (x) + g(sy) ≤ 1 + cs .
Thus, t < c. We claim that f ≤ 1 − cs. Sinceδ E * (t, m) > st, we get that
Finally, a standard argument shows from what we have already proved that δ E * (t/2) ≤ρ * E (t) ≤δ E * (3t), soρ * E is equivalent toδ E * . On the other hand, it is easy to check that if P is a norm-one projection on X with finite-dimensional range, then P * * (X * * ) is isometric to P (X). Thus, X = span{(P E * n ) * (X * * )} and E * * may be identified with E. By applying the previous formula to E * we get thatδ E is equivalent toρ * E * , which finishes the proof. Corollary 3.6. Let X be a Banach space with a monotone shrinking FDD E. Then X is strongly AUS (resp. strongly AUC) with respect to E with power type p if and only if X * is strongly AUC (resp. strongly AUS) with respect to the dual FDD E * with power type p ′ , the conjugate exponent of p.
Given an FDD E for X, an element x ∈ X is said to be a block of E if x = P E n x for some n. The interval
is called the range of the block x. Given 1 ≤ p, q ≤ ∞, it is said that E satisfies (p, q)-estimates if there exists a constant C > 0 such that
for all finite sequences x 1 , . . . , x n with ran F x i ∩ ran F x j = ∅ for every i = j.
The next result is based on a similar one given by Prus in [22] for NUS spaces.
Proposition 3.7. Let E be an FDD for a Banach space X. a) If X is strongly AUS with respect to E then there is a blocking F = (F n ) n of E satisfying (∞, q)-estimates for some 1 < q < ∞. b) If E is monotone and X is strongly AUC with respect to E then there is a blocking F = (F n ) n of E satisfying (1, p)-estimates for some 1 < p < ∞.
Proof. We will mimic the proof of [22, Theorem 3.3] . First assume that X is strongly AUS with respect to E and fix t > 0 such thatρ E (t) < t/2. Thus, there exists an increasing sequence (m n ) n ⊂ N so that m 1 = 0 andρ E (t, m n ) < t/2 for n > 1. Consider F n = mn+1 i=mn+1 E i and let q > 1 be such that (2 − t/2) q < 2. Take ν < 1/2 so that (1 + α − t/2) q < 1 + α q whenever |1 − α| < ν. Note that for such α, if x ∈ n i=1 F i ∩ S X and y = ∞ i=n+1 F i ∩ S X for some n, then
Now one can follow the same steps as in the proof of Gurarii's theorem (see, e.g. [12, Lemma 9.26] ) to get the statement. On the other hand, assume that E is monotone and X is strongly AUC with respect to E. We will argue as in [12, Lemma 9.27] . By Proposition 3.5, F = span{(P E n ) * X * : n ∈ N} is strongly AUS with respect to E * . From what we have already proved we get q > 1, C > 0 and an increasing sequence (m n ) n so that the FDD F = (F n ) n given by
* X * is a blocking of E * which satisfies (∞, q)-estimates with constant C. Now, take p = q−1 q and G = (G n ) n given by G n = mn+1 i=mn+1 E i . We will show that p and G do the work. For that, let x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ X with ran G x i ∩ ran G x j = ∅ for all i = j. For each i, take f i ∈ F such that f i = 1 and f i (x i ) = x i , which exists since E is monotone and so F is a 1-norming subspace of X * . Moreover, we may replace
Recall that an FDD E = (E n ) n is said to be unconditional if there exists a constant L > 0 so that for every n and every A ⊂ {1, . . . , n} we have || i∈A x i || ≤ L|| n i=1 x i || whenever x i ∈ E i for each i = 1, . . . , n. It is well-known that every FDD satisfying (∞, q)-estimates for some q > 1 is shrinking, and every FDD satisfying (p, 1)-estimates for some p < ∞ is boundedly complete. Moreover, an FDD is shrinking (resp. boundedly complete) if it has an shrinking (resp. boundedly complete) blocking. This yields to the following result. Proof. Both a) and b) in the monotone case follow from Proposition 3.7. Now assume that E is unconditional with constant L > 0. Assume that X is strongly AUC with respect to E and E is not boundedly complete. Then there exists 0 < M < 1, an increasing sequence (k n ) n ⊂ N and a sequence (u n ) n such that u n ∈ kn+1 i=kn+1 E i such that u n ≥ M and i≤n u i ≤ 1 for each n. We may inductively pick increasing sequences (n j ) j and (m j ) j satisfying that k nj−1+1 ≤ m j < k nj and
for each j ≥ 1. Indeed, for j = 1 the statement is clear. Moreover, assume that the claim holds for j − 1 and take x = i≤j−1 u ni . Then the convexity of the function
That proves the claim. Finally, from (3.1) follows that
From the point of view of renorming theory, the strong asymptotic properties introduced above turn out to be equivalent to the classical ones on reflexive spaces admitting a FDD. This follows from Prus' characterisation of NUC norms [22] . Proposition 3.9. Let E be an FDD for a Banach space X. If X is AUC (respectively, AUS), then there is an equivalent norm ||| ||| in X and a blocking F of E such that (X, ||| |||) is strongly AUC (respectively, strongly AUS) with respect to F.
Proof. First assume that X is AUC. Since X is reflexive, it is also NUC. Theorem 4.2 in [22] provides a blocking F = (F n ) n of E which satisfies (p, 1)-estimates with constant C > 0 for some p > 1 (actually, Theorem 4.2 in [22] is stated for E being a basis, but it also works for FDDs). Following [22] , given a block x ∈ X we define
Then ||| ||| can be extended to a norm in X which satisfies ||x|| ≤ |||x||| ≤ C −1 ||x|| for every x ∈ X. Moreover, |||x||| p + |||y||| p ≤ |||x + y||| p whenever x ∈ n i=1 F i and y ∈ ∞ i=n+1 F i . Therefore (X, ||| |||) is strongly AUC with respect to F with modulusδ F (t) ≤ (1 + t p ) 1/p − 1, as desired. Finally, assume X is AUS. Then X * is AUC and so there is a blocking F of E * and an equivalent norm in X * such that X * is strongly AUC with respect to F under this new norm. Now the result follows from the duality between strongly AUC and strongly AUS norms proved in Proposition 3.5.
We finish the section by providing some examples of spaces having a basis which satisfy the classical asymptotic properties but not the stronger ones. Thus, Y is an AUS space and it does not admit a shrinking FDD. Therefore Y is not a strongly AUS space. b) Girardi proved in [13] that JT * , the predual of the James Tree space, is an AUC space. Since JT * is not isomorphic to a dual space, it does not admit a boundedly complete FDD. Thus JT * is not strongly AUC space with respect to any either unconditional or monotone FDD.
Note that the failure of strong asymptotic properties in previous examples relies on the lack of reflexivity. We do not know any example of reflexive Banach space admitting an FDD with is AUC but not strongly AUC.
Asymptotically uniformly smooth injective tensor products
Let us recall that if T : X → X and R : Y → Y are linear operators then 
We will distinguish two cases. Assume first that y ≥ 1 2K . It follows that
The claim follows by taking supremum with x * ∈ S X * . Now, take y ∈ S Y * and consider x = (u+(P
Apply the same argument and the fact that (P
for every ε > 0. Taking supremum with v ∈ Z, ||v|| = t we get
Finally, note that the above inequality holds for all u in a dense subset of S X ⊗ ε Y and for every ε > 0, so we are done.
From the above theorem we get a number of corollaries. Remark 4.3. The injective tensor product of strongly AUC spaces need not to be AUC. Indeed, ℓ 2 ⊗ ε ℓ 2 contains a subspace isometric to c 0 , namely span{e n ⊗ e n : n ∈ N} where (e n ) n denotes the standard basis of ℓ 2 , and so it is not AUC. On the other hand, it is proved in [9] that ℓ p ⊗ ε ℓ q is AUC whenever p, q < 2. We do not know if a similar statement holds for a more general class of Banach spaces.
Recall that a Banach space admits an equivalent AUS norm if and only if its Szlenk index, Sz(X), is less or equal than ω 0 (see [18, 24] ). By a result of Schlumprecht [27] , every Banach space with separable dual embeds into a Banach space with a shrinking basis and the same Szlenk index. Together with the separable determination of the Szlenk index, this provides another proof of the following particular case of Theorem 1.3 in [5] : X ⊗ ε Y admits an equivalent AUS norm whenever X and Y admit equivalent AUS norms. Proof. Note that Y * is separable since Y admits a shrinking FDD by Proposition 3.8. By a result of Grothendieck, the spaces (X ⊗ ε Y ) * and N (X, Y * ) are isometric. Now the result follows from Corollary 4.2 and the duality between AUS and weak* AUC norms.
By a result of Van Dulst and Sims [28] , the weak* AUC property for a dual space X * implies the weak* fixed point property, i.e., that every nonexpansive mapping from a weak*-closed bounded convex subset of X * into itself has a fixed point. 
Orlicz and Lorentz sequence spaces
We recall that an Orlicz function M is a continuous nondecreasing convex function defined on R + such that M (0) = 0 and lim t→+∞ M (t) = +∞. An Orlicz function is said to satisfy the ∆ 2 -condition at zero if
Every Orlicz function M such that lim t→+∞ M (t)/t = +∞ has associated another Orlicz function M * , which is its dual Young function, i.e.
unconditional basis of h M . Note that ℓ 1 is not isomorphic to a subspace of h M and thus, by a theorem of James, E is a shrinking basis of h M that it is also monotone. Thus we can apply Proposition 3.5 to get that h * M is strongly AUS with power type β for each β < β ′ M . Finally, Proposition 5.1 implies that h N is strongly AUS with power type α for each α < α N . Now it is enough to apply Corollary 4.4.
Lennard proved in [20] that the trace class operators N (ℓ 2 , ℓ 2 ) has the weak* fixed point property. This result was extended by Besbes [3] to N (ℓ p , ℓ q ) with p −1 + q −1 = 1. Moreover, it is shown in [9] that the same is true for 1 < p, q < ∞. Proof. Note that h N is reflexive since 1 < α N , β N < ∞. Thus the canonical basis (e n ) n of h N is shrinking and monotone. Since h N is strongly AUC with respect to (e n ) n , we get that h * N is strongly AUS. Thus, we can apply Corollary 4.6. 
Proof. The equivalence between i) and ii) was shown in [2] . Since each NUS space is reflexive, iii) implies ii). Finally, if i) and ii) holds then K(h M , h N ) is AUS and reflexive and thus it is NUS.
Finally, we will provide a result on strong asymptotic uniform convexity in Lorentz sequence spaces. Let us recall their definition. Let 1 ≤ p < ∞ and let w be a non-increasing sequence of positive numbers such that w 1 = 1, lim n w n = 0 and
where σ ranges over all permutations of the natural numbers. We refer the reader to [21] for more information about these spaces. Proof. The equivalence between i) and iv) was shown by Altshuler in [1] . Note that the canonical basis E = (e n ) n of d(w, p) is monotone. Thus, i) ⇒ ii) follows from Proposition 3.4. Moreover, d(w, p) is reflexive since p > 1 and so ii) ⇒ iii) follows from Corollary 3.2. Finally, assume that inf n S2n Sn = 1 and let us show that d(w, p) is not AUC. Fix ε > 0 and take n ∈ N such that S2n Sn < 1 + ε. Consider the sequence of unitary vectors given by x k = k+n i=k 1 S 1/p n e i . Since E is a shrinking basis, we have that (x k ) k is weakly null. In addition,
whenever k > n. Thus δ d(w,p) (t, x 1 ) ≤ lim inf k→∞ x 1 + tx k − 1 ≤ ε, which finishes the proof.
Strict convexity
Finally we study strict convexity of K(X, Y ) and X ⊗ ε Y by using John's ellipsoid theorem. Let us recall that a Banach space X is strictly convex if given x, y ∈ S X , with x = y then x + y < 2.
Proof of Proposition 1. 4 . First we will show that K(X, Y ) is not strictly convex. For that, let Z be a 2-dimensional subspace of X * and consider Q the canonical projection from X onto X 0 := X/Z ⊥ . Note that X 0 is also 2-dimensional since Finally, let X 1 be a 2-dimensional subspace of X. The injective tensor product respects subspaces isometrically and thus X 0 ⊗ ε Y is isometric to a subspace of X ⊗ ε Y . Moreover, since X 1 is finite-dimensional we have that X 1 ⊗ ε Y is isometric to K(X * 1 , Y ) (see, e.g. [26, Corollary 4.13] ), which is not strictly convex. This finishes the proof for X ⊗ ε Y . Remark 6.1. In [7] it is used Dvoretzky's theorem in order to show that none of the spaces L(ℓ p , ℓ q ) or L(c 0 , ℓ q ) are superreflexive, that is, they do not admit an equivalent uniformly convex norm. Indeed, the same argument can be used to prove that neither K(X, Y ) or X ⊗ ε Y are superreflexive whenever X and Y are infinite-dimensional.
